5-SPEED TRANSMISSION GEAR CHANGE

Purpose

This Bulletin's purpose is to alert you of a change to the 5th gear on the countershaft.

Change Description

See Figure 1. The new gear, Part No. 35626-79A has been increased in width, eliminating the need for Spacer, Part No. 35627-79. To identify whether a gear is "old" or "new" measure the gear width and compare the measurement with those given in Figure 1.

Ordering Information

If "old" gear, Part No. 35626-79 or Spacer, Part No. 35627-79 are ordered, the new gear will be sent. Part Nos. 35626-79 and 35627-79 are obsolete.

Service Information

Removal and installation of the new gear is covered in the applicable Service Manual; except, DO NOT use Spacer with new gear.

Service Manual Note

Please put a note in your FLT/FXR and FX/Softail Service Manuals referencing this Service Bulletin.